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Eduwaive Foundation is an AI and data science company with the focus on using ML, 
Data Science, Artificial Intelligence, Cloud computing, Blockchain, IoT and other related 
technologies for socially good sectors such as education, agriculture, healthcare, smart 
city and hence, contribute to UNDP sustainable development goals. You can check 
more about Eduwaive Foundation at http://www.eduwaive.org 
 

Internship Program 

Eduwaive Foundation is offering a 6 months internship at its office in Chandigarh with 
a likely opportunity for PPO for exceptional candidates. Internship will 
provide opportunity to college students to work on real life projects related to AI, 
Machine learning, Big Data, Cloud Computing, IOT, Blockchain after a rigorous 2 
months assignment led training with mentorship from Industry experts.  

Our experts collectively have over 100 years of experience in the new age 
technologies IOT, ML, AI, BigData, Cloud Computing etc. and alumnus of ISB, 
Symbiosis, ISI, Thapar, PEC, IIT, Arizona State University, Pbi. Uni etc and have 
worked with AI, ML and BigData companies like Guavus Networks, Delhivery, 
Walmart, ElementAI, RateGain, Sapient, SymphonyAI, HCL, Wall Street, RBS, 
Lenskart etc. 

Internship profiles being offered in each category:- 

 Machine Learning research (2 vacancies) 
 Web design and development  (2 vacancies) 
 Business Analytics (1 vacancy) 
 Product Design/UX research (1 vacancy) 
 Mean stack development (2 vacancies) 
 Mobile App development (1 vacancy) 
 Software Engineering (2 vacancies) 
 Digital Marketing Analytics (1 vacancy) 
 Internet of Things (1 vacancy) 
 Blockchain development(1 vacancy) 
 Sales and Product Marketing intern (1 vacancy) 

For this they need to register at google form link(Please Click Here)-  after which we 
will reach out to them with an online assignment based assessment. Final interviews 
may happen at college campus or company premises for which decision shall be taken 
later after the assignment process. Final selection decision will be communicated to 
students via email/phone around mid Nov, 2019. 
For more details about the internship you can click here  
 

http://www.eduwaive.org/
https://forms.gle/BW3LnHKQ5DvA942q8
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u3_O9Be2MxpjXoPsyRIBN6xp9OvAk9OZdwaToaTGYMs/edit?usp=sharing


Note:- There will be no monetary stipend as we are investing heavily via various 
training programs, dedicated mentorship support and providing real life project 
opportunities along with monthly rewards and recognitions. 
 

 

For those not selected:- 
We understand that not all candidates aspiring for AI, machine learning, big data 
analytics will get opportunity on internship. Based on feedback from previous batches, 
we have come up with paid AI based industrial training with job guarantee after 
their graduation otherwise refund provided **tnc as per the brochure. For this 
students can write specifically to https://student360.eduwaive.org/support 
 

 

Let us know how can we take it forward and if any queries! 
 

Regards, 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WuVqJVgmm5IVadhxsakfORSj6hQU2u089QYos2oOcYw/edit?usp=sharing
https://student360.eduwaive.org/support

